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Abstract—This paper introduces the simulated annealing 
algorithm to optimize test paper problem based on the 
standard genetic algorithm. Firstly, its mathematical model 
was established in the light of more constraints while 
generating test paper. In the calculation, these six attributes 
are needed to consider, they are the score, type, difficulty, 
knowledge, chapter and time; secondly, describing the 
simulated annealing algorithm; finally, the four management 
modules of test paper system were described in detail. In 
order to avoid the premature shortcoming of genetic 
algorithm, you can use simulated annealing algorithm to 
stretch individual papers. The algorithm has a higher 
significance in solving practical problems in learning 
activities, which is worth promoting the use. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With the rapid development of computer and network 

technology, computer plays a more and more important 
role in the modern learning [1]. As a branch of computer-
assisted instruction, intelligent test paper is one of the key 
problems of computer-aided instruction. With its platform 
of modern computers, the advanced algorithms' theory 
and the experience of experts can be combined to develop 
a learning application platform of examination papers 
with expert level. By using this platform to reduce 
multiple procedures in the traditional exams, so that 
human, financial resources and material will be saved. 
Meanwhile, computers review papers to ensure the 
objectivity, and the fairness of the test scores can be 
improved. The quality of test paper is the key to evaluate 
test paper system. Currently, there are many algorithm 
used in the field of intelligent test paper, they are genetic 
algorithm and its improved algorithm, test paper 
generating algorithm based on granularity synthesis 
calculation, adaptive algorithm and particle swarm 
optimization and so on. The genetic algorithm with 
adaptive optimization and a good search feature has been 
favored by many scholars [2,3]. However, genetic 
algorithm has weak local search capability and is prone to 
produce precocious problem. In order to overcome the 
shortcoming of genetic algorithm to further improve the 
search efficiency of the algorithm, this paper introduces 
the simulated annealing algorithm based on the standard 
genetic algorithm to improve the performance of the 
algorithm. 

II. ESTABLISHMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL ON 
GENERATING TEST PAPER 

Whether a good intelligent test paper system can 
perform their functions to help teachers to complete the 
learning work better, mainly to see if it generates the 
papers have good reliability and validity, on the one hand, 
this depends on the quality of questions, on the other hand, 
it depends on the realization of the algorithm. The 
mathematical model of test paper problem is the basis of 
intelligent test paper, and its solution process is a process 
for solving multi-objective constraints to meet. That is, if 
you retrieve a set of questions in line with the test paper 
requirements from a number of item banks, so that the 
problem of automatic test paper becomes a problem with 
multiple constraints, you can define a set of constraints 
and a combination of objective function to describe the 
problem. According to the test paper requirements that are 
constraints, questions can be chose [4-7]. 

Suppose there is a paper in the test paper, actually it is 
a qp ×  target matrix. Each question includes the 
following attributes: score ( 1U ), type ( 2U ), difficulty 
( 3U ), knowledge ( 4U ), chapter ( 5U ), time ( 6U ) and so 
on. Wherein, p represents the number of questions 
included in the paper, and each question has q attributes, 
namely the q constraints. So you can use the matrix E to 
represent. Among them, the rows say the questions, and 
the columns represent question' attributes. In this article, 
assume there are p questions, and each question has 6 
attributes, as described above. For example, ija  
represents the j-th attribute in the i-th question, wherein, 

6,,3,2,1,,3,2,1 LL == jpi . 
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(1) Score constraint: ∑=
−

p

i
iaW

1
1 , score W is 100. 

(2) Type constraint: suppose the papers include 
following types of questions: multiple choice, fill in the 
blank and calculation problem. They constitute the second 
column of the target matrix E, the score of each type of 
questions is set by the user himself, with jW1  
representation. The following conditions need to be 
satisfied: 
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(3) Difficulty constraint: suppose the papers include 
following types of difficulty: easy, medium, difficult, 
expand. They constitute the third column of the target 
matrix E, the score of each type of difficulty is set by the 
user himself, with jW2  representation. The following 
conditions need to be satisfied: 
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(4) Knowledge constraint: you can set the proportion 
of each knowledge point and the score of this knowledge 
according syllabus. This attribute constitutes the fourth 
column of the target matrix E, the each knowledge score 
is set by the user himself, with jW3  representation. The 
following conditions need to be satisfied: 
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(5) Chapter constraint: the number of questions and 
score in each chapter are calculated according to syllabus. 
This attribute constitutes the fifth column of the target 
matrix E, the score of questions in each chapter is set by 
the user himself, with jW4  representation. The following 
conditions need to be satisfied: 
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(6) Time constraint: the total time is set by the user 
himself, with T representation. The time to complete i-th 
question is it , so the time T needs to satisfy the following 
conditions: 
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III. DESCRIPTION SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM 
Genetic simulated annealing algorithm is integrated 

the idea of simulated annealing into genetic algorithm. 
That is, you can adjust the value of the parameter under 
the control of parameter (temperature), until that the 
selected parameter value can make function reach the 
global minimum eventually [8]. Genetic algorithm in 
solving problems is likely to produce precocious 
phenomenon, which cannot quickly find a viable solution 
in the local, so the phenomenon that a feasible solution 
appears in different searches cannot be avoided. The 
introduction of the idea of simulated annealing in genetic 
algorithm can effectively avoid such drawback. Genetic 
simulated annealing algorithm start the search from a 
given initial solution, a new set of population can be 
generated, and using simulated annealing algorithm to 
annealing for individuals of new population, and new 
individuals produced by annealing operation can be 
regarded as the individuals of next group in the genetic 
algorithm. The flow chart of algorithm is shown in Fig. 1. 

The basic steps are[9,10]: 
(1) Initialization: the initial temperature is T 

(sufficiently large), the initial solution state is S (the start 
of iterative algorithm), the number of iterations for each T 
is L; 

(2) For LL,1=k , L does step 3 to step 6; 
(3) Generating new solution S′; 
(4) Calculating the increment )()( SCSCt −′=′Δ , 

)(SC , is evaluation function; 
(5) If 0<′tΔ  accepts S′ as the new solution, 

otherwise using the probability of )exp( Tt′− Δ  to 
accept S' as the new solution; 

(6) If the termination condition is satisfied, the current 
solution should be output as the optimal solution, the 
program ends. Termination condition is that when several 
consecutive new solutions have not been accepted, the 
algorithm will end; 

(7) T reduces gradually, and 0>−T , then go to step 2.  
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IV. SYSTEM DESIGN 
To ensure the security of the system, you need to enter 

user name and password to enter the system. If you enter 
the correct user name and password, then you can enter 
the test paper system success, while the appropriate 
permission is given to the user; if the input information is 
incorrect, an error message will be appeared and you still 

remain in the landing page to continue until a successful 
landing [11]. In the process of automatic test paper, the 
module function can be achieved by performance 
management, question bank management, test paper 
management and paper management. Specific 
configuration is shown in Fig. 2. 

Start 

Generating initial solution w randomly,
and calculating objective function )(wf  

Generate new solution w′, and 
calculating the objective function )(wf ′  

)()( wfwff −′=Δ

0≤fΔ  

Accepting new solution
)()(, wfwfww ′=′=

According 
Metropolis to 
accept new 

solution 

Reaching 
iterations?

Terminatio
n is 

satisfied?

End, and returning 
 the optimal solution 

Reducing temperature, 
and resetting iterations 

YesNo 

Yes
No

YesNo

Figure 1. Flow chart of simulated annealing algorithm 
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Performance management module: after landing 

system, teachers can enter students' results, and results 
can be counted to sort; 

Question bank management module: Paper system has 
questions in different modes in order to meet multi-
disciplinary courses, which involve multiple-choice, fill in 
the blank, and calculation question. Teachers who have 
permission can add, modify, or delete their own exam 
questions and performance indexes of the questions. 
When each kind of questions is entered, the basic 
attributes of type, difficulty, knowledge, chapter and time 
are set; 

Test paper management module: the function of 
generating test paper is the critical of autogenerating test 
paper system. There are two kinds of test paper mode, 
namely are artificial test paper and automatic test paper; 

Paper management module: after landing system, 
teachers can query generated papers previously; if not 
satisfied with the current generated papers, teachers can 
modify papers, or even empty generated papers. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The generation of test paper is a multi-objective 

optimization problem, which needs to take into account 
balance among the various constraints. Test paper is the 
key of intelligent examination system. This paper 
introduces the idea of simulated annealing algorithm due 
to that the genetic algorithm is easy to fall into local 
optimum and premature. The test paper system can get 
scientific and satisfied papers in a faster search speed due 
to use hybrid genetic algorithm [12]. The algorithm is 
applicable to all courses, the practice proves that the 

method can complete test paper work better, and the 
quality of test paper can better meet the distribution 
requirements of control targets. With the further 
popularization of paperless examination systems, the 
technology of intelligent test paper will increasingly 
become the focus of research. 
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